PAPER PEEPSHOW SPOOKY VIEWER
(PRINTER VERSION)
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Glue the insides
of the folded
edges to the
two box squares
using white glue.

Using pencil
crayons or
crayons, color in
the sky area and
trees.

Trace and color in the tree and moon panels
onto wax paper, tissue paper, tracing paper
or vellum. If using wax paper, use permanent
markers. If using tissue paper, vellum, or
tracing paper, use any markers.

Sandwich the traced
trees and sky/moon
panels into their
corresponding paper
frames, using white glue
to hold shut.
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Cut out the
inside areas
of the interior
pieces.

Use a paper glue
stick to evenly coat
the backs of the side
pieces with glue.

Fold the sides carefully
and evenly along the
dotted lines—be sure
that the ends on the
dotted side point up.

Cut two 2½ inch
squares from an
empty cereal or
cracker box.
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Cut out all
pieces using
scissors.

Glue the side
pieces together
so that the black
sides face out.
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Print all the
pieces.

Using a generous layer
of glue from the paper
glue stick, glue the pieces
labeled F, IB, and B as
shown in the diagram
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Color in the
paper labeled
IB with crayons,
pencil crayons
and markers with
night sky colors.
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Tip: Test to see how flat and
square each layer is by folding
the peepshow down and lining
it up with the square back of the
peepshow, before the glue dries.

Punch holes using a ¼ inch
paper punch in the front
and back of the pieces of
the paper peepshow where
indicated.
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Using white glue, glue each of the
layers into the paper peepshow,
covering the corresponding
number. Cut the numbered tabs
off as they are added.

Paper clips
keep each of the
layers in place
while the glue
dries on each.

OPTIONAL:
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Lay the center of a 24 inch piece of cord or
string across the back of the peepshow.
Use white glue to adhere the piece labeled
C to the back, covering the string. Use your
fingers like a squeegee to snug fit the paper.

Trim the excess
paper from the
edges of the
piece once the
glue has dried.
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A string to keep
the peepshow compact
when not in use.

Pinch each accordion
fold down to collapse the
peepshow. Wrap the string
around twice and tie in a
loose knit at the front.

Using a ¼ inch paper hole
punch, line up the punch
with the existing hole on
the inside and punch the
hole clear again.

Now that you have made a spooky
forest, what other viewers can you
design? A cave? A concert?
Use your imagination!

MATERIALS

White glue
Paper clips
Glue stick
¼ inch hole punch
Scissors
Crayons / Pencil crayons
Cereal box
Ruler
Wax paper & permanent markers OR
Tracing paper, tissue paper, vellum & any markers
A piece of string or cord, 24 inches long
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